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INTRODUCTION 
Let R”, = {(xi, x2, . . . . x”- ‘, x”); xn > 0} (n 2 2). In Q := R”, x (0, co), we 
consider the following Navier-Stokes equations: 
au/dt-Llu+(u,V)u+V7c=O in Q, 
div u = 0 in Q, 
UIx”=O=O, 
u(0) = a, 
(N.S.) 
where u = (u’(x, t),..., u”(x, t)) and n = rr(x, t) denote the unknown velocity 
and pressure at the point (x, t) E Q, respectively, while a = (a’(x), . . . . a”(x)) 
denotes the given initial velocity. 
In this paper, we shall show the existence and uniqueness of a global 
strong L”-solution of (N.S.) for small initial data. Moreover, we shall give 
the L”-decay result for such a solution. In bounded domains, Giga and 
Miyakawa [3] showed such results by using fractional powers of the 
Stokes operator. In the whole space R”, Kato [4] constructed a global L”- 
solution by making use of the (Lp, L4)-estimates for the solutions of the 
heat equation. In our case, Ukai [7] showed that these estimates still hold 
for the solutions of the Stokes equations and announced that the global 
existence result can be proved in a similar manner as Kato [4]. 
Although our result is not altogether new, we shall give a complete and 
simplified proof. Indeed, we shall prove our theorem by the well-known 
implicit function theorem, which ensures the L”-continuity of the solution 
with respect to the initial data. See “added in proof’ in Kato [4]. In doing 
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so, we shall not make use of (LP, LY)-estimates but rather of fractional 
powers of the Stokes operator. The essential difficulty lies in the fact that 
the Stokes operator is not invertible. Recently, Borchers and Sohr [2] 
showed that even in the exterior domains one can define the fractional 
powers of the Stokes operator. Therefore, our method seems to be more 
useful for the exterior problem than that based on (LP, L”)-estimates. 
In R”, Masuda [S] employed the implicit function theorem. His method, 
however, depends on the Fourier transform and on the commutativity 
between projection and differential operators, neither of which seems to be 
valid for the problem in the domain with boundary. Instead, we shall make 
use of various inequalities associated with the fractional powers of the 
Stokes operator which were shown by Borchers and Miyakawa [ 11. 
1. RESULTS 
Before stating our result, we shall give some notations and function 
spaces. 
We denote by )I u/I I the L’-norm of u E L’( R”, ) (1~ r 5 cc ). For an inter- 
val I and a Banach space X, P(l; X) is the set of all m-times continuously 
differentiable functions defined on I with values in X. B(X, Y) is the set of 
all bounded linear operators from X to Y. We denote by I/ Ils(X, ,,) the 
operator norm on B(X, Y). B(X) = B(X, X) and II IIB(X) = 11 IIB(X, X). 
C&(R”,) denotes the set of all P-real vector functions u with compact 
support in R”, such that div u = 0. LL(R”, ) is the completion of C&(R”, ) 
in L’(R”, ). By Borchers and Miyakawa [ 1, Theorem 3.11, we have the 
following decomposition: 
L’(R:)=L’,(R”,)@G’(R”,) (direct sum), 
where G’(R”,)= {V~EL’(R”+);~EL~,(R”,)}. 
Let P, be the bounded projection operator on L’,(R”,) associated the 
above decomposition. Then we have 
L;(R”,)* = L;(R”,) and P,* = P,., where r’ = r/(r - 1). 
We next define the Stokes operator A, on LL(R”,) by 
A,u= -P,Au for ~ED(A,)=L;(R:)~W,$‘(R”,)~W~‘~(R”+). 
It follows from Borchers and Miyakawa [ 1, Corollary 3.53 that 
A,* = A,, and 
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for all u E D(A,) with C independent of u(D(A,); Banach space with graph 
norm lb4 D(a,) := [lull,+ IIA,ull,). In what follows, we shall denote A =A, 
and P = P, for simplicity. 
Our definition of a strong solution is as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let aeL”,(R”,). A function u defined on [0, co) with 
values in L”,(R’!+) is called a strong solution of (N.S.) if 
6) UEC(CO, ~);LW!+))nC’ttO, C-Q); L”,@“,)); 
(ii) u(t)eD(A) for t>O and AueC((O, co); L”,(R”,)); 
(iii) du(t)/dt+Au+P(u,V)u=O,t>O, 
u(0) = a. 
We see by Lemma 2.3 below that P(u, V) u E L”,(R”, ) if u E D(A). 
Now our result reads as follows: 
THEOREM. Let a E Lz(R:). There is a positive constant A such that if 
llalln 52, there exists a unique strong solution u of (N.S.) satisfying the 
following decay properties: 
(i) u(t)EL”(R”,) (t>O), 
Ilu(t) = ~(t-(“/2)(1/~- l/d) as t-+cO (1.1) 
for n-cqgco; 
(ii) Vu(t)EL’(R”,) (t>O), 
IIVU(f)Ilr=~(f-(“/2)(2~“-ll’)) as t-+oo 
for nSr<oo; 
(iii) IIu(t)lln+O as t+ co. 
(1.2) 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, we shall denote by C various constants which may 
change from line to line. 
From Borchers and Miyakawa [ 11, we see that -A generates a bounded 
holomorphic semi-group {e -” } I B ,, of class Co in L”,(R”,) and so we can 
define the fractional powers A” (0 s u < 1). Moreover, we have 
LEMMA 2.1 (Borchers and Miyakawa Cl, Theorem 3.61). (i) For 
u E D(A’), 0 s a < f, we have u E Lq(R: ), where l/q = l/n -2a/n and that 
Ilull, 5 CIIAaUII, 
with some constant C independent of u. 
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(ii) D(A’/2)=L”,(R”,)nW~“(R”,) and 
with some constant C independent of u. 
LEMMA 2.2. For 0 < CI, /3 < 1, there is a constant C = C, B such that 
IIA’(A + ~2)~ ec” 11 BcL;cR; )) S (trap8 + EBtrC1) 
holds for all t > 0 and all E > 0. 
Proof Since {e-‘A}tzO is a bounded holomorphic semi-group in 
Lz(R”,), we have llAYe-‘AIl B(Li(R:jj 5 Ct-? for all y 2 0 and all t > 0 with 
C independent of t. Hence for u E L”,(R”, ), we have 
IIA*(A + E)~ eCrAull, 
5 IIA a+B epta #II,, + II(A + .s)~A~ e-%- AsA” e-‘% II,, 
5 ctr-8 Ilull,,+ CeB IJA” eptA 4, 
s C(t-“-P + EkPL)IIUlln. 
Here we used Tanabe [6, Lemma 2.3.51. 
The following lemma plays an important role for the proof of our 
theorem. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Giga and Miyakawa [3, Lemma 2.21). Let 6, 13, and p be 
0<6cl, O<tI<&O<p,icp+6<1, and 6+tI+p=l. There is a 
constant M = M(6,8, p) such that 
lItA + E)-’ J’(uv VI uII,S MA’ ~11, llAPuIln 
for all UE D(Ae), UE D(AP), and all E >O. 
Proof At first note that (A.+~)-“‘P,a/ax~ (j= 1, . . . . n) extends 
uniquely to a bounded operator from L’(R”,) into LL(R:) and that 
II(A~+~)-1’2pr~/~xjII~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~C (j= 1, . . . . n) 
with C independent of E > 0. To see this, it is enough to show that there is 
a constant C such that 
IIWI, S Cll(A, + &)li2 4, for all u E D(Aj’2) and all E > 0. 
This inequality can be obtained by the transformation x + Jx in the 
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proof of Borchers and Miyakawa [l, Theorem 3.6(ii)]. Subsequently, we 
have in a similar manner that if 0 2 p < (n - 1)/2, 
ll4lq 5 CllMz* +eY 4l.f (l/q’= l/n’-2/A/n) 
for all u E D(A$) with C independent of E, where n’ = n/(n - 1) and 
q’ = q/(q - 1). This implies that (A,, + E)-” E B(L”,‘(R”,), L$(E”, )). Hence 
by duality, (A,+ E))~EB(LY,(R”+), L”,(R”,)) with the bound of its norm 
independent of E. 
In what follows, we may assume that the functions are sufficiently 
smooth, which proves the assertion of this lemma without loss of generality 
by the density argument. 
Suppose that 6 2 i. Taking p = 6 - i, we have 
II(A +&)-6 P(Ul V) U/I” 
< II(A +&)“*-qA +&)-I’* P f a/ax,(du)ll, = 
j= 1 
I Cll(A +&)-l/2 P i d/axj(du)ll, 
j=l 
I CII IUI . I4 1143 
where l/q = 26/n. Choosing s and r such that l/s = l/n-26/n and 
l/r = l/n - 2p/n, respectively, we have by our assumption 0 <s, r c 1, and 
I/s + l/r = l/q. It follows from the Holder inequality and Lemma 2.1(i) that 
with C independent of E > 0. Similarly, taking s and q such that 
l/s = l/n-20/n and l/q = 2/n - 2pln, we have 
IVY4 VI 4, I II4, IIWI, 5 we41,11wlq. 
Since 
the Banach space D(A”), 0 <LX < 1, with norm IIuI(,(,.) := 
II(A + 1)” uI(, is equal to the complex interpolation space 
CWR”, 1, W)l, (2.1) 
(see Borchers and Miyakawa [ 1, Lemma 3.7]), it follows from the Sobolev 
imbedding theorem that D(AP) c H2p,n(R”+) c H’T~(R”,) with continuous 
injections (H”*‘(R’!+) (the space of the Bessel potentials). Hence we have 
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Ilv~II,~CII(~+l)P~Iln. Using the scaling transformation x -+ Ax (see 
Borchers and Miyakawa [ 1, (3.13)]) and then letting A+ 0, we get 
IIW, 5 CIIAW,. (2.2) 
Therefore, the desired inequality follows when $5 6 < 1 and 6 = 0. 
Finally it remains to prove when 0 < 6 < f By (2.1) and the theory of 
complex interpolation space, we have 
ll(A+w6 ~(~,V)4ln~W~+ w4l.lI(~+ lY4I, (2.3) 
with C independent of E’ > 0. On the other hand, 
II(A+E’)-6P(Tj,u,V) T;.ull.=rZ2”II(A+~2&‘)-6P(u,V)ull., 
II(~+~~e~~~ll.=~ll(~+~~2~~ell~~ 
ll(A+ l)“;ri.“llfz=~ll(l +A-2A)plln7 
where (TJ)(x)=f(x/il). Substituting these identities into (2.3) with u, u 
replaced by TL u, T2 v, respectively, and then taking E’ = A’E, we have, 
II@ +E)-‘P(U, v) d,, 5 cll(A + ~2)eUIl.II(A + ~2)pVll, 
for all ;i > 0 and all E > 0 with C independent of ), or E. Letting I + 0, we 
obtain the desired result. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Now let us prove our theorem. We may solve at first the following 
integral equation: 
f 
I 
u(t)=epfAa- e-(‘-s)a P(u, V) u(s) ds. (3.1) 
0 
In doing so, we shall make use of the implicit function theorem. 
Function Space Y and Map F 
We define the set Y as 
Y = {UEBC([O, co);L”,(R”,))nC((O, m);D(A”2)); 
t”4A 1’4u, t1’2A1’2u E BC( [O, co ); L”,(R”, ))>. 
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(BC(I; X); the set of all continuous and uniformly bounded functions from 
the interval I into the Banach space X.) 
Y is a Banach space with norm 1 I: 
1241 :=Nlt llu(t)ll.+;y4 lIA1’4U~In+;~~ t”* IlA%(l”. 
We define a map F( ., .) on Lz(R”, ) x Y by 
F(u, u)(t) := u(t) - ewrAu + li e-(‘-s)A P(u, V) u(s) ds 
for a E L”,(R”, ) and u E Y. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) F is a continuous map from Lt(R:) x Y into Y. (ii) For 
each UEL”,(R”,), the map F(u, .) is of class C’ from Y into itself: 
Proof Set w(t) = F(u, u)(t) for a E L”,(R”,) and u E Y. For c( = 0, a, and 
i, we have 
IIA’w(t)ll,S IIA%(t)ll,+ lie-‘“all,fj~ IJAae~(r-s)aP(u,V)u(s)(l.ds 
5 trr It41 + Ct-” Ilulln+ jd IIACLe-“-“‘A P(u, V) u(s)lj, ds. 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have 
(r-s)a P(u, V) u(s)ll, ds 
’ 5 s I(A”(A + E)lj4 e-(‘-S)a(A + &)-“4 P(u, V) u(s)ll, ds 0 
s 
s 
d IJA”(A + E)“~ e-(r-s)All B(L",(R:)) IIV +&)-“4P(% v) U(S)iln ds 
SC 
s 
; {(t-s)-a-1’4+E1’4(t-s)-a} IIA”4u(s) (lnllA1’*u(s)IIEds 
(by taking 6 = 0 = a, p = i in Lemma 2.3) 
sClul*j; {(t-s)-“-“4+E1’4(t-s)-=}s-3’4ds 
= Clul*{B(3/4 - a, $) t-OL+ c1’4B( 1 -a, $) t1/4-‘} 
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for all t > 0 and all E >O, where B(., .) is the beta function and C is the 
constant independent of E or t. Letting E + 0, we get 
(3.2) 
for all t > 0 and hence 
tW”~(t)ll,-i Id+ C(ll4. + Id’,, t > 0. 
This implies that F maps Lz(R”,) x Y into Y. 
Since {e-‘A}t;10 is a bounded holomorphic semi-group of class Co in 
Lg(R”,), it is easy to see that for each UE Y F( ., U) is a continuous map 
from L:(R”,) into Y. Now it remains to show (ii). 
For each u E Y, we define a map I.,, on Y by 
(L,u)(t) := u(t) + Ji e -(‘-s)a P(u, V) u(s) ds + Ji e-(‘-S)A P(u, V) u(s) ds 
for UE Y. Then in a similar manner as before, we see that L,E B(Y) and 
that the map u + L, is a continuous one from Y into B(Y). Moreover we 
have 
,gh, IF(a,u+u)-F(a,u)-L,u)(/lu( =0 (3.3) 
for each a E L”,(R: ) and each u E Y. As in (3.2) the inequality 
IIAV(a, u+ 0) - F(a, u)- LMJb~ 
= Aa e-(‘-S)A P(u, V) u(s) ds 
holds for all t > 0 and hence (3.3) follows. 
Equation (3.3) shows that the Frtchet derivative F,(u, U) at point 
(a, U) E L”,(R”,) x Y is equal to L,. This completes the proof. 
Since F(0, 0) = 0, F,(O, 0) =identity on Y, it follows from the implicit 
function theorem that there is a unique continuous mapping u in a 
neighbourhood U, 3 {a E Lz(R”, ); llulln < A} of 0; U: UA + Y such that 
u(0) = 0 and F(u, u(u))=0 for UE U,. (3.4) 
Statement (3.4) shows that u(u) is the unique solution of the integral 
equation (3.1). 
To see the decay property of u, we need: 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that u is the solution of (3.1) constructed as above. 
Then we have 
II~au(t)ll”s c, t-% (t>O) 
for 0 5 u < 1 with C, independent oft. 
Proof: Set v(t) = $b e- (‘-JS)A P(u V) u(s) ds. We may prove the assertion 
for u in case ~<cx< 1. Suppose tha; ;<a<$ Since /~yu(t)jj,$c,tPy for 
0 5 y s f, we have in a manner similar to (3.2) 
IIA”u(t)ll,~ CB($-u, ;, trr for all t > 0. 
Incasea~cr<l,wechoose6sothatcc<1-6<1.Taking8=b,p=~-6 
in Lemma 2.3 combined with Lemma 2.2, we get 
II~“4t)ll, SJL IIA”(A +&Is e- (‘-+l +E)-~ P(u, V) u(s)IIH ds 
5 
s 
’ IJA*(A + E)’ e-(rps)A 
0 
Il~(g(sv+jj lItA +~)-~p(u, VI u(s)lln ds 
SC s ; {(t-s)-‘-6+&S(t-s)-OL} IIA”4u(s)II.IIA3’4-6u(s)(I.ds 
5 c sup r1’$4i’%(z)lln St{ r3’4--6 llA3’4-%4(z)ll. 
r>o 
x 
i 
; ((t-s)--=-“+$(t-s)-‘} s6-‘ds 
~c(B(l-d-a,6)t-“+&9(1-cr,6)t~~-*), 
where C is the constant independent of E or t. Letting E + 0, we get the 
desired result. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1(i) and (2.2) that 
Il4l,ICII~ (n/2)(W- l/dulln forncq<co, 
IIWI r s CIIA (n/2)(2/n - Imu 11 n fornsr<co. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2, we obtain the decay properties (i) and (ii) except 
for q = co in (1.1). Making use of the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality: 
Ilull a, s Cll4l x2 IIWI x2, we can see ( 1.1) holds even when q = co. 
It remains to prove Ilu(t n + 0 as t + co. Since the map a + u(a) is a 
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continuous one from Lz(R:) into Y and since C&(R”,) is dense in 
L”,(R: ), there is an (5 E CT,(R: ) for any E > 0 such that 
sup IIu(a)(t) - u(G)(t)ll, <a. 
t>o 
(3.5) 
By making use of the argument of Kato [4, Theorem 41 in our case, we 
see Ilu(Z) +O as t + co and hence by (3.5) 
ssup Ilu(a)(t)-u((cr)(t)ll.+ lim Il4~)ll.<~. r>o r-m 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, we get the desired result. 
Remark. By Lemma 3.2, we can show that u is the strong solution of 
(N.S.) in the same way as Giga and Miyakawa [3, Theorem 2.51. 
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